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Duke Musicians Fifty-nine Receive Ghosts Of Graduating Class Sophomore Classman; prom;nent Artists
To Give Program
Give Performance Dean's List Rating Haunt S. T. C. in Sing Saturday
On Monday Night
Here Fridav Ni«ht Senior Class Leads Breath-taking mystery and made no difference in Lucy PotSymphony, Glee Club
Orchestra, Give
Concert

Scholastic
List

Fifty-nine juniors and seniors
will have Dean's List privileges
during the winter quarter. To
make the list requires all grades
to be A and B. Those on the Dean's
List this quarter are:
Mattie Louise Bailey. Jeffress;
Grace Bass, Evington;
'Helen
Virginia Bean. South Hill; Emma
Bingham, Norfolk; 'Ruby Hazel
Blanton, Guinea Mills;
'Agnes
Bondurant, Rice; Helen Boswell
Bracey; Elsie F. Cabell, Richmond:
Audrey M. Clements, Hampton.
•Doris Coates. Norfolk; 'M.
Kemper Cobb. Farmviue; 'Alice
Collings, Roanoke; 'Mrs. Mary N.
Crockett, Baltimore; Ruth Crumley, Bristol; Dorothy Deans. Portsmouth; Alma T. Elliott, Danville;
'Grace Eubank, Newport News;
•Winnie Frances Eubank. Franklin; Margaret R. Farrar, Farmville; Margaret Ferguson, Danville: Maxy Louise Francis. White
Oate; Louise Gathright, Goochland.
•Victoria Gillette. Courtland;
Mary Alice Glass, Farmville;
Amanda Gray. Hampton: 'Martha
Hamlet, Phenix: Claudia Harper,
Newport News; Grace Harris,
Richmond; 'Virginia Hooke, McDowell; Izell Houck, Blackstone:
Myrtle Marie Hundley. Sedley;
Continued on Page 4

dare-deviltry pervaded the atmosphere at Sing Saturday when the
seniors presented their annual
performance. The cast dramatized
a weird meeting of the ghosts of
the class of 1936 in the year of
2036. "Bug" Byrd, mystic interpreter of the ghosts' antics, rose
from her tomb in the vault where
they all resided, at the stroke of
twelve and called forth the spirits
o fher classmates from the solitude of their tombs. Some of the
spiirts sang, some danced, and
some just mumbled. Others leaped
around in mid air it seemed, while
some just sat by and moaned.
■Toot" Walton still quoted her
learned knowledge; Louise Walmsley, strong as ever, Kathleen Ran;on. Martha Nottingham, and
Margaret Hurt nimbled up their
joints in the favorite sports of
long ago. Hazel Smith continued
to worry over the welfare of such
brainless mortals as her classmates used to be. A hundred years

S. T. C. Choir presented seventythree nun representing Duke University Musical Clubs in a concert Friday at eight o'clock, January ninth. 1936, under the direction of J. Poster Barnes.
The program opened with selections played by the Concert Orchestra, followed by two Glee Club
selections, violin solos by Robert
Fearing, and songs by Glee Club
concluding the first part with
solos by John Cole, tenor.
After a short intermission the
program continued with a dance at
which Al Preyer and his orchestra
played from ten until one. Each
Duke boy was the guest of a member of the College Choir and girls
of the Student Government.
The Olee Club has invited S. T.
C. Choir to Duke University sometime in February. Also the S. T.
C. Choir has proposed a contract
inviting Duke back next year.
This is the sixteenth year for
the Duke Musical Clubs with Earin st Winston as student director.
The members of Clubs consist
of selected boys from all over the
I'nited States in school at Duke.
The fifteen piece Concert Orchestra is under the direction of
Robert Fearing, and the ten piece
In a non decision debate held
Dance Orchestra is under direction j Comedian to A Ward
in the small auditorium on Satof Al Preyer.
. urday night, representatives of
The conceit and dance was al
I Hampden-Sydney and State Teagreat success stated Professor Al-\
jchers' College discussed the quesfred H. Strick. The Choir will go.
i tion of allowing Congress to overto Duke around the last part of
ride Supreme Court decisions by
Eddie
Cantor
will
award
a
four
February.
year scholarship and complete a two-thirds majority vote.
John Eure and Embry Scott,
I maintenance at any American
icollege
universil to
erson upholding the affirmative side of
All I lit tl II > LiAIlllJllS who writes, in the opinion of a dis- the question, not only emphasized
_ ,
ip 11
•
tlngulshed
board
Judges, the need of legislation coming from
best
lett r on
the ofsubject
the people more directly, but went
Can America Stay Out of War?" further and pointed out the evils
| Cantor has set aside a fund of in the present system under our
constitution—that of the Supreme
$5000 for this purpose.
The plan was made public by Court declaring laws of Congress
the stage, screen, and radio com- unconstitutional.
The upholders of the negative.
edian Sunday, January 5, at the
conclusion of his regular Sunday Virginia Hooke and Juanita Callis,
evening broadcast over stations took the conservative stand of the
To an enthralled and enthusias- | of the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- question. They showed the wisdom
of retaining such a conservative
tic audience, Dr. Carlton Palmer, tern.
well known art authority, showed | The subject of the competition body as the Supreme Court but
his private collection of master)was suggested by Newton D. Bak- failed to show that in this body
pieces of art last Wednesday eve- er. former Secretary of War. with should be vested final power on
ning as one of the lyceum features. whom Cantor had discussed his legislative matters.
While each team made some
Dr Palmer's lecture which ac- proposal.
companied the showing was most
The judging body comprises witty and appropriate remarks in
appreciatively received.
four noted American educators— rebuttal. Dr. Walmsley in critiAfter an introduction by Dr. each the president of a prominent cizing the debate, pointed out that
Jarman. Dr. Palmer presented his educational institution. They are the debaters were thinking along
assistant, one of his own students Robert M. Hutchins. of the Uni- different lines of argument. Therefrom the Unviarsity of Alabama. versity of Chicago; Frederick Ber- fore, their points of argument did
Wit and real practicalness mark- trand Robinson. College of the not clash logically.
ed the speaker's comments dur- City of New York; Ray Lyman
ing the evening. His history as a Wilbur, of Leland Stanford Unicollector was traced from his ear- versity; and Henry Noble Mcly childhood when his mother, Cracken of Vassar College. AU
whose beautiful portrait, he exhi- heartily endorsed this project in
Quarterly reports by the combited, endowed him with an early the interests of peace and educalove of the real and the beautiful tion. Their decision will be final. mitte chairman formed the chief
in art.
The Eddie Cantor scholarship center of interest for the open
Probably the most fascinating competition has no commercial meeting of the Y. W. C. A. Cabiof the group were the snow scenes affiliation whatsoever. It is entirely net on last Wednesday afternoon.
which seemed to be Dr. Palmer's a personal matter with him. There In the way of future planning the
favorites. There were landscapes are no restrictions or conditiions— church Cooperative Committee anfrom New England to Russia re- every man, woman, and child is nounced that it would sponsor a
very
flecting the scope of the connoi- eligible to participate. However in "go-to-church" campaign
shortly.
the event that the winning letter
sseur's colection.
Plans were made for the memHow to hang pictures in the is from an individual unable to bers of the World Fellowship Comhome, how to denote lines and avail himself or herself of a col- mittee and the cabinet to hear
their roles in a picture, the glory lege course, then he or she must Kagawa, the eminent humanitarof color, personal anecdotes and designate another to be the recipi- ian, who is in Richmond this week
notes on appreciation of great ent of the award. The choice of for a series of talks.
masters and their work were some school and the time of attendance
Bonnie Lane reported the activContinued on Page 3
of the subjects discussed by Dr.
ities of the International Student
Palmer.
Convention which she attended in
After the lecture was concluded
Pi Gamma Mu announces Indianapolis during the Christmas
the audience took advantage of that no person, boy or girl, will holidays. Outstanding speakers at
the invitation to study the pic- be admitted to the dance floor the conventions were Dr. T. Z.
tures at close range. Those who at Mardi Gras, February 25, Koo, the Archbishop of York, and
attended the lecture were delight- unless wearing a costume and a Kagawa.
ed with the charming personality mask. The society wishes to
Refreshments were served by
of the speaker and the rare op- make clear the fact that the the social committee to the large
portunity which was afforded them costumes need not be elaborate. group of visitors and members
in the viewing of his collection.
who attended the meeting.
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Class of 38 Presents
Miss Jane Royal!

Debaters Discuss ' Cotillion Club Bids Red and White Class
Constitution Issue New Girls Tonight Uses Clock Theme
in Chapel Skit

Interesting Argument, Invitations Are Issued
to Seventy-One
Heard in Little
Freshmen
Auditorium

Literary Scholarship
To Selected Student

Anllwiritv FYliihite

ter's appearance. She displayed her
usual graciousness and charm.
"Tac", beloved class president,
came forth to add her blessings to
the gaiety of the spirits.
Even ghosts reminisce,
you
know, and from their exhibition
the seniors of '36 must've had
some good times at S. T. C. You
wouldn't belive it but they still
tapped in no mean way, there were
crooners of talent among them,
trapeze artists of rare ability, artist dancers, and pianists. Those
ghosts certainly made the most of
their few moments of reverie, but
I guess we all would in a case like
that.
Senior Sing is the first of the
class series sponsored each year
Miss Jane Rvall who was preby the Sing Committee of the Y. sented as Sophomore rlasman in
W. C. A. A prize will be awarded chapel Tuesday.
to the class staging the best performance. Factors to be considered in judging the contest are originality, talent, and general appeal of entertainment.

»»»« P

Palmer Delights S. T.
C. with Paintings
Wednesday

Y. W. Plans Church
Campaign for Future

Seventy-one freshmen and new
girls received invitations to become members of the Cotillion
Club this evening. Those girls invited to join are: Mary E. Barnes.
Mary Emily Dunton, Ruth Dunnington, Edna Walden, Amy Powell, "Snooks'' Williams. Maude
Rives. Sarah Button, Virginia
Kemp, Dot Buckland, Charlotte
Minton, Gwendolyn Bell. Katherine Pilcher, Elizabeth Hines, Nancy Gray, Marguerite Blackwell.
Henrietta Ivers. Jean Taylor, Julia
Furnival, Margaret Critcher. Cassell Schools. Catherine Cox, Kitty Nelson, Libby Hardy. Mary
Continued on Page 3

Sophomores to Stage
"Syncopating Sailing"
On January 21, the Class of '38
will stage its annual musical comedy "Syncopating. Sailing". This
year it will be under the direction
of Carter Belle Munt and Elizabeth Harris. The theme which
gives promise of some really good
scenes, songs, and dances, will be
a world cruise.
Casting has been practically
completed and practices begun.
but an announcement of the personnel has not yet been made
public.
The two directors will be assisted by Mary Joyner Cox, Nancy
Pobst, and Virginia Agee in connection with the songs and dances.
Elizabeth Morris will be in charge
of ticket sales.
A later issue will carry more
complete details of this production.
Twenty Girls Form Final
Yarxity Hasketball Squad
The following girls were chown
for the final varsity basketball
squad: M E. Badger, Edna Botick.
Agnes Bondurant, Betty Butterworth, Virginia Carroll. Inez Chappelle. Sue Eastham, Jennie Belle
Gilliam. Frances Hudglns. Jean
McConnaughey. Evelyn Mann, N
Marston. Kitty Nelson.
Rutti
Phelps, Leila Sanford. Virginia
Smith, Kathleen Ranson, K.
lne Roberts, Linda Walker, Marguerite York.
Varsity pract.ee conies on Mondays and Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 4 o'clock, and Wednesdays at
5.

Yvonne Dei Hosiers to
Make Third Appearance
At eight o'clock Monday evening. January 20. three renowned
musicians, Muss Yvonne Des Rosiers. gifted soprano. Mr. Carl
Webster, distinguished cellist, and
Mr. Carl Lamson. pianist, will
give an informal program of songs
and popular classics in the College Auditorium.
Miss Des Rosiers whose voic?
of rare beauty, warmth and color,
has been heard here twice before
was enthusiastically received. She
Is considered one of the most
charming personalities on the
American concert platform today.
Her dramatic ability makes her
costume recitals a genuine delight
as she presents songs of France,
England. Spain. Japan and Holland as well as old-fashioned
songs, Flower Songs, and Bergerettes in authentic costumes. She
has gained success throughout
New England. Canada and Pennsylvania as well as Virginia. The
"Worchester Massachusetts Telegram", a well-konwn newspaper,
carried a criticism recently saying: "The 'piece de resistance' of
the evening was that of Yvonne
Des Rosiers whose beautiful lyric
voice and charming manner excited murmums of approval from
the audience." Her program will
include "Ava Maria"—Schubert,
and many other well known selections.
Carl Webster, the brilliant cellist, will include Bach's "Serenade",
among his selections to be played
on the grogram.
Carl Lamson, distinguished pianist, besides accompanying Mr.
Webster will play a group of solos
which will include "Prelude in E
Minor" by Mendelssohn. He also
will relate a few of his experiences of twenty years touring with
Fritz Krelsler, Melba and Farrar.
The record of the return of these
three sterling artists will probably
be an enviable one.

Chapel period Tuesday morning was the occasion of the presenttaion of Miss Jane Royall
as sophomore classman.
The entire Sophomore Class
marched in to the tune of thencolor song. The Red and White
Song.
The seniors then joined their
sister class in singing the Red and
White song.
Following devotion led by Mr.
A. C. Tucker, the curtain opened
showing a large clock flanked by
the following blondes on the left:
Mary Joyner Cox. Margaret Fraley, Jennie Eelle Oilliam. Mary
Harrison Vaughan. Elsie Greene
and Katherine Galusha; the following brunettes on the right: Susan Lane, Nan So ward, Mary Wilson Clark, Ann Leigh Baily. Buck
Pleasants and Elizabeth Morris.
Class officers also were on the
stage.
The door of the click was opened revealing Miss Royall whom
the president, of the class, Madeline McGlothlin. presented to the
student body and faculty. The
blondes and brunettes then did a
tap drill to clock ticking time. Last
•nun songs were .sung
to Miss Royall; this year's carrying out the clock idea, was an
original composition of woi.ls and
by Nancy Sanford I'jbst,
One hundred and sixty itudanta'
vice-president of the cla-. The
appear on (he Honor Itrill
proBTan closed wttti the singing
'In <i'..u'er. To make honor roll
of the class song.
requires an average of C with no
rrade lower than C; no unexcusiil abMQOM from clxv.es Of Chapel; and no warnings from the
denl Qovemmenl Aasoi ••. a
Thos. |irli maUna the Honor
The Association of Childhood Roll tins quarter are
Elsie Adsit. Mary Dudley Allen
Education met last Thursday eveI
ning in the Student Building Carolina Alaop, Ifattti
: Idred Iri at Bailey, RuLounge at 7:00 o'clock. The proof the literary publication of by Bane Biaabeth B
i Beale Vuthe association was presented by iBass, Evelyn Cn
::ui:., Bt an afargarei Black M u
Louise Gathright.
A review of a book of imaginary 'guprttt*- BUckweU, Nam j Lei h
stories, "Under the Green Um- Bland, Mary Virginia BlankTI
brella", was given by Mary Denny. Ruby Blanton. Edna Bohck .'•
This was followed by "The Straw Bondurant, Lucille Bom • i afa
i
ton Hi ten Bo 11 U Nell
Ox" given by Emma Bingham
|lot
Frances V
l*W0d the book, Boswell, Pattle Bouial
K
|
'.i
"Told Urn!
ver Umbrella";
Virginia Bean reviewed "Blue Um- Brttton, Dorottiy Buckland. Mrs
brella"; Mary Bowles told the Berkeley Q B i
oi j MI Boot! and thi I
Ma.xmc Murk
h Butler,
Wagon". Emily Channell spoke on .Surah Button I
H I] Hi In
'I'h. Child and the Poet" and
Kitty Chappell .spoke on "Chil- Diet Chappell
Rub
dren's Responsiveness to Poetry."
A committee was appoint'
I.
work up a new const:!ui ion
Virginia Coll BUkD AllC C !■ ■ i
Somers is to act as chairman of Orace Conyi
Coolcy,
ommittee assisted by <
,Grace Cox, Mrs Patsy N Crockshaw Jones and Emma Bingham.
Continued on Pi

Lar«e Number Are
On Fall Honor RoH
Registrar Announces
One Hundred Sixty
Honor Students

A. C. E. Hears Story
Reviews by Members

Chappell, Audn
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Roosevelt, above all, is courageous. His
World News
Intercollegiate News
Literary Column
actions are decisive, and are characterized
.
.
i
Member Virrinia Intercollegiate Press Association by emphatic upholding of his own views.
Plash!
Hauptmann's
appeal
for
Grades
have
been
sent
out
and
There
are
many
phrases
which
Published by students of the State Teachers Col- The man has proved greater than his work,
clemency has been denied by the I don't doubt that we all have our we use constantly in conversation
lege, Farmville, Virginia
and in that lies his promise for the future.
New Jersey State Court of Par- own opinion about them. But read without knowing what they mean
dons. His only hope now lies ei- what a student of Los Angeles has or how they originated. Some of
Entered as second class matter March 1, 1921. in
ther with the Governor or the to say:
these phrases have come from
the Post Office of Farmville. Virginia, under Act
Supreme Court Decision
courts, and both hopea are desOn Getting a "C" in English
"slang", although :it one time they
of March 3. 1934
perate ones.
Poor fool, who racks her brain in carried an important and dignified
fruitles toil
meaning. There are old and InSubscription
$1 50 per year
The decision that the Supreme Court of
President Roosevelt's message, The wretched whims of teacher's teresting traditions behind most
the United States Rave on Monday, January delivered on the night of January
tests to foil,
1935
Member
1936
of these figures of speech.
Who
memorizes
lines
of
ports
dead
6,
was
the
death-blow
to
the
AAA.
Not
"Blue Blood"—There are old
3. 1936, was the second speech in
Ptssor icited &)lk;6iojo Press
That plan confusion in her mud- families in Spain that trace their
Distributor of
only does the six-three decision end the history for which Congress ever
dled head,
pedigrees beyond the time of the
gathered at night to hear from a
program for farm aid, but also it throws president. The first time was Apcil Who crama «
iy purpose Moorish conquest, claiming that
all the night
a doubt over whether other major legisla- 2. 1917 when Woodrow Wilson askat thai time the blood of the comTo dash forearmed into the grisly mon people was of .1 muddy hue.
StafT
ed
for
a
declaration
of
war
against
tions will survive.
fight,
while those who belonged to the
Germany. But in this last occaFlorence Sanford
Editor
The judges, after reviewing the cause sion the president eieaded that And then to w.mci r through the
1 I'd families had blood of a
Agnes Bondurant
Associate Editor
devious ways
Evelyn Masscy
Business Manager and the history of the case, gave arguments the Americans take no part in a Of rhymster's lyrics and of poets' pure blue. Now it is customary to
refer to people with notable pedlpro and con. Each judge listened with that "Situation which has in it many
lays—
aa "blue-blooded".
of the elements that lead to the
impartial attitude so common to all, and tragedy of general war.''
The more she knows she knows.
Board of Editors
"Adam's Apple"—A piece of the
she
knows
the
less.
Elizabeth Morris
News Editor they expressed no opinion until the verdict
forbidden apple lodged in Adam's
Mabel Lambert
Make-up was given. They affirmed what the circuit
Plash! The United States Suthroat, and all m?n have a lump
A
new
subject
for
an
essay
has
Susan Gresham
Headlines
preme Court has just declared the
court had given as its decision: namely, the AAA unconstitutional. This is the been exploited at Auburn and here in the throat as a reminder of
Alice Nelson
Alumnae
Adam's sin.
is the amusing result.
Bess McGlothlin
Editorials act is unconstitutional. This verdict is bas- second great pillar of the recov"Knocking on Wood"—This exPants are made for men and not
Mary Harrison Vaughn
Feature ed on the fact that Congress has no power ery program that has just crashed for women. Women a:e made for pression originated, apparently, in
on
the
heads
of
the
admin
Margaret Fraley
Society to levy a process tax unless it is for the
men and not for pants. When a the custom of touching wood upon
tion.
man pants for a woman and a every occasion of happiness or
Emma Bmgham
Literary benefit of the entire country. The Constituwoman pants for a man that good fortune in gratitude to Christ
Kathleen Ranson
Sports
tion does say that there can be no national
With nearly 1.700 000 Americans makse a pair of pants. Pants are who died upon a wooden cross.
"Blue Monday"—In early days
Proof Readers
legislation that will benefit only one or two represented this week in the like molasses—they are thinner in
Ann Wills' parts of the country. Still it is clear that eighth report of the Literary Di- hot weather and thicker in cold those whose affairs of business
Elizabeth Walton
gest's poll of New Deal strength I ather. There has been much occupied them on Sunday were
Mary Hubard
some form of crop control must be devised to-day. Tlie heavy balloting shows discussion as to whether pants is considered entitled to a holiday
to prevent the loss of all that has been gain- a further increase in the majority 'are' singular or plural. Seems to on Monday and this day they used
Managers
opposed to administration policies. us that when men wear pants it to laze around. Because the
Elsie Cabell
Asst. Bus. Manager ed through the AAA.
Not only are the Administration is plural, and when they don't it churches throughout Europe were
Louise Gathright
Circulation Manager
Although there is some movement on "acts and policies" far behind in is Singular. If you want to make
a'.ed with blue 0.1 toe first
Monday before L-nt which was
Ruth Phalpa
Asst. Circulation Manager foot for an amendment to the Constitution, votes as the poll approach's full pants last, begin with the coat.
a lazy day for everyon >- -this day
Will SCOtl
Asst. Circulation Manager it is doubtful that President Roosevelt will flood, but they continu to suffer
a loss in percentage.
The first college cheer is credited of rest for Sunday workers became
suggest to Congress any bill bearing on the
Reporters
to Princeton students, who got the known as "Blue Monday."
Bonnie Lane. Virginia Bean, Virginia Agee. Made- | subject, especially since the election is so
idea
from an unknown private of
"Lynching"—This terms origiGermany's New Year Greetiim
line McGlothlin. Minnie Smith, Mary Elizabeth near. Such a move would encounter opposi- to the nation was a warning that the Seventh Regiment of New nated In the American RevoluYork, as the outfit mobilized for tion at Which time Charles Lynch
Slater. Mary Joyner Cox, Bess McGlothlin.
tion in the various parts of the country. He the shortage in food would contin- war in 1860.
illegally put to ieath some Torue. An egg was worth almost its
Ruth Hubard, Claudia Harper, Claire Easties. Thereafter, whenever anyone
has
to
take
into
consideration
the
polls
of
weight
in
gold
and
the
governman,, Elizabeth Carroll.
According
to
an
official
bulletin
WSI hanged or put to death withruitless toil.
the American Institute of Public Opinion
published by Kansas State Normal out the action of the law it was
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 19.%
man
who
are
withholding
proand the Literary Digest, each showing the
in November, 1902. "it would be a call.'d "lynching".
duce from central stations.
shame if any Teachers College stuunpopularity of this act.
"Bury
the
Hatchet"—This
dent should be arrested for riding phrase obviously comes from the
Election Trends
Without a doubt the Administration will
a bicycle at a rate of speed ex- actual ceremony of burying the
Fashions
have to alter its course somewhat. The
ceeding the lawful limit!"
hatchet, practiced by the Indians
to indicate their willingness to be
With the effects of the Supreme Court Supreme Court has shown that it will not
Fashions—aren't they fascinatAlmost all American colleges
decision concerning AAA still immeasur- allow any encroachment of the Federal ing, and don't they change? It's have now established dancing as a friendly.
"Tickled to Death"—originated
able, practically everyone concerned has his Government on the rights reserved for the interesting to watch the styles of 1 regular part of their curricula.
from a form of torture practiced
past ages come into vogue, and to
own opinion as to what the November, 1986, States.
by the Chinese in which the soles
also see the native costumes of the
Editors of college newspapers,
"old country" being donned by the magazines and yearbooks are ov- of the prisoners' feet were tickled
election holds in store for us.
smartest of smart women.
erwhelmingly in favor of the re- until he died of nervous prostraIt has been forecast that an unusually
A book entitled "Man, the Master" has
Shall we take a peek into the election of President Franklin D. tion.
targe percentage of the hitherto party* been published recently. Fiction, of course. fashions and see just what is "in"; Roosevelt, according to a recent "Your are a brick"—Plutarch
first used this expression in relatwhat is "coming in": what is "go- poll.
bound voters is going to "shed its shackles —Rroy (N. Y.) Record.
ing the story of Agesilaus. King of
ing
.out":
[and
what
is
already
and really exercise a choice in the national
Sparta, who was showing a for"out"?
Walter Winchell says that
election". One of the chief reasons for this
Reno, they say, now claims to be an im"In"—we find dead (or alive» Broadway is a place where people eign envoy his principal towns.
Opinion is that the line between parties has portant factor in the dairy industry. That's white for evening—black—cerise— spend money they haven't earned The envoy remarked:
"But Sire, I see no walls reared
become so transparent as to be practically where the cream of the country goes to get a bright violet hue. Dinner suits to buy things they don't need to for defense."
<not tuxedoes) for the ladies. Eve-' impress people they don't like. We
invisible. The Republican party finds itself separated.—Ilumboldt (Kan.) Union.
"Indeed, Sir Ambassador", rening jackets are being worn even : can think of a lot of places beat quite big parties. More and sides Broadway where this could plied Agesilaus. "thou canst not
in tbr embarrassing position of being withhave looked carefully. Come with
more tulle. White touches.
be applied.
out a platform or a leader, and with its
me tomorrow and I will show you
Man is that consistent animal who
Shorter skirts are coming in.
radical element supporting Roosevelt. In laughs with amused condescension at the Suits made of manly sack su.
Although seemingly incoherent, the walls of Sparta".
Accordingly the King led his
an effort to secure the aid of the conserva- very idea of eyelash combs and then spends A great wave of Scotch things. The some artists paint their best iu11
icst out the next morning and
old
prize-fighter
shoulders
ol
Slnturlstic pictures when full of oldtive Democrats who are shocked and hor- ten minutes trying to coax a couple of wisps
aparelli. A glorious new Madonna fashioned cocktails . . . Most men proudly pointed to his army drawn
rified at Roosevelt's activities, the Republi- Of hair across his bald spot.—Boston Her- blue. Shiney white satin, tailored
who marry money find themselves up in full array, saying: "There
thou beholdest the walls of Sparcans have adopti'd the cast oil' Democratic ald.
severely. Much embriodery and wishing they had a little change.
ta—ten thousand men, and every
beading. Satin pantalettes (let
policy of states' rights.
man a brick."
them laugh' showing under slit
The Democratic party itself has become
"A Feather in One's Cap"—
The G. O. P. problem: To find some- evening skirts. Plaid jackets with
Among the Sioux Indians of North
so radically different from its former con- thing that looks prettier to a farmer than plain Skirts (to confuse those who
America it was the ambition of
have Just gotten plad skirts with
servative self, that one of its original leadan AAA check.—Wichita Eagle.
every young brave to earn the
plain
jackets
1.
Chinese
colored
ers Jeffenon, himself would doubtlessly
•feather" of honor, awarded for
felts jade, coral, amber—to cheer
distinction, bravery in war etc.
repudiate it if he were here to judge.
up
old
fur
coats.
Prints
stolen
from
The only thing as discouraging as the
The
value and position of an Inthe
gypsies,
and
hats
designed
afIn spite of all this, we must consider that
outlook for worl dpeace is the outlook for a ter the fashion of the GuadeloupBully far the Duke Glee Club! dian was determined by the numno matter how loudly and how violently
Orchids to two really good or- l»i 1 of feathers in his "cap".
lueathing-spell for politics during the com- ian native head-dress.
"Kick the Bucket"—The Egyptsome Democrats speak out against the New ing year—Savannah Enquirer.
"Going out"—! Flame red in chest rat!
Em Easley and Army Buter ian word for kick is Khekl. meanevening promises a lioksnlni throb
Deal administration, their votes will tell a
111 the pit of the stomach. Felt hats worth seem to have traded boy . ing to recoil, to return, to send
different story. The more OUtragedljf conIt seems probable that the lie-detector with the quills are to be s unewhat friends. That's a new idea, all back, Therefore, to Khekl the
tared las
bucket in the Egyptian hieroglyservative they an', the more likely they are
will prove unpopular even in the best cir- calmed clown. Victorian nets over
Senior Sing sho' had us in the phics indicates or symbolizes the
to Continue to follow in the footsteps ol
the hair (they never quite clickcles.- -Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch.
mood for—the remetery. Brrr!
return of an empty bucket, in
ed).
their great-grandfathers and poll for the
Just any minute now. we're ex- other words, a body without life.
Pity the poor fashions tha' an
pecting to learn that Addle Nor"Pouring Oil on Troubled Waparty rtgardlmt of Its leader.
Times certainly have changed. The other already out in the cold. For in- fleet has departed for Duke. lock, ters"—Pliny speaks of the result
The United Press Association, which is day a woman married a count for his stance, all the military frogs and stock, and baggage.
of pouring oil on troubled waters,
brandenburgs—and all the bonnets
considered almost strictly Impartial, gives money. Kansas City star.
The Sophomores are "pulling up indicating that as oil will smooth
thai were designed after the fash- anchor and setting out to sea"
a stormy sea so will soft words
Roosevelt the advantage, citing sections of
ion of aerial illusions.
this week. Lib Harris and Carter
In and out—all year long. It is Belle Munt are going along as ymooth a ruffled, angry personalithe country as follows: The West for RooseAbout the only downward trend these
ty.
boy's
velt, an even chance for him from New York days is thai of the thermometer.—Wichita almost like an elevator
■wains.
In his Fables, Aesop has given
Chant, 'Going in. going out."
Incidentally the freshman cruise us many phrases that are as poputo the Mississippi River; no New England Eagle.
Within a month fashions will be is not many knots behind.
lar in usage today as when they
changed again beyond recognton
state for him. Plerson and Allen, broadcast
Kat Harvey put a fast one over were written or spoken first. Some
People
dote
on
it,
though,
don't
The modern idea of roughing it is to do
on us. Sines It's leap year, we ; of these are:
stars, conducted s straw vote, winch resultwithout a heater In the limousine.—Akron they?
iiilate her and wish him
;'.:liarity breeds contempt."
ad as follows: To per cent of those voting,
Beancon-Journal.
P. S. Read notice on i "Look before you leap."
The
first
thing
to
learn
about
for Roosevelt; 80 per cent of those voting,
Y. W. bulletin board and profit "Figures are not always facts."
driving an automobile is hi
(n/dinsl liim. The women were three to one
rdingly
"Men are blind to their own
Another danger If on.•-arm driving is stop The same applies to making
Ml Oralngi r*a BngUah Lit class
faults."
for him, while the men were two to one. A that you're so likely to skid into a church. a speech.
ndure waiting long- "Orasp at the shadow and lose
\\ sshington Post
very Interesting thing to note about this
er than ten minute.s for him Sat.siib-stance".
There is no secret to 111
. so he up and greeted them
straw ballot is the fact that 88 per cent of
who lay traps for others are
Is, IMsndBi Uka all good with a test Tn
,: an unexoften caught by their own bait."
The fact thai ■ train has been robbed things, can be ha., by anyone who
those casting votes r..t- Roosevelt were
absSPOS for each and
"Pride shall have a fall."
s cheering near*. In most places they have
aits them
To have | one. Another pel theory sent
against his policies. ,
ssity Is the mother of input running. Atlanta eorgian.
Mend, be one yourself.
wire!
lon."
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SOCIALS

HOOK REVIEW

Foolscable

Planters Bank and
Trust Company

R. E. FISCHER

Lucy (..nil. ui
The cover of your publication
In Lucy Gayheait, WUla Cather
COMPLIMENTS
tory and everyone already knew
gives us one of the most vital charis attractive STOP at cover.
that Richmond was an over-grown
FARMVnXE,
VA.
Two weeks vacation is nothinK acters of the book world. Appar—Puritan one-horse town.
to many of our number who seem ently it is the story of a normal,
But lest such abbreviated comMac Trawick is still up to that
to have the wanderlust. A number popular young girl, typical of the ment be misconstrued as repreFormerly with Martin
high
standard of writing which he
of students went home and to oth- small towns of America. Lucy senting the honest analytical atconsistently displayed on this
the Jeweler
er places the past week-end1.
lives with her father, an eccentric titude of this reviewer, let me elu- campus in past years. His clear
German watchmaker and musi- cidate.
and well-ordered style is an oasis
PHONE 244M OR 283
cian. Her older sister. Pauline, a! The editors of Foolscap take in a desert of innuendoes. Mac's
To Richmond
Flowers for all occasions
stolid
and
unimaginative
young
1
great
pains
to
inform,
us
that
maAdelaide Dressier. Mary Harper
column should be particularly apwoman, half-jealous, and half-ma- ; terial of a humorous nature is preciated on this campus—we who
PHONES 181-273
Claudia Harper. Ruth James.
ternal. is extremely alive in their! hard to get. which statement ap- have been without a radio column
shabby house amid a fruitless or-! pears to me to take the form of an for so long.
To I.M>< III.Ill :;
chard. In Harry Gordon, hand- apologetic rather than an informa"New York Letter" is strangely
Margaret Hannah
Critcher. some and prosperous, we find , tive announcement. But having
Fill up at
Mary Lee Powell, Livian Powell Lucy's girlhood sweetheart
passed into the body of the maga- similar to the style employed by
Frances Teass. Sallie Perrow. MarEarly inthe story Lucy is dis- zine, the reader soon forgets the the New Yorker. Would it not be
TAILOR
tinguished from others of her protective shadow which the edit- better to present a commentation
garet Clark and Carolyn Byrd.
type by an unusual bouyancy of ors seem to have provided as a on Virginia's hangouts and dives (LEANING
Farmville, Va.
PRESSING
spirit, an indefinable understand- place of hiding, and would bring rather than those of the far-awayTo Burkeville
ing she seems to share with some- them forth into the limelight Df big city?
REPAIRING
Ellenah Bradshaw, Prances Gas- thing unknown. She is studying praise.
For honorable mention let me
kins.
Phone 20.1
music in Chicago, to the disgust
Looking backward upon those suggest "Life Begins at Chapter
of her sister, and spends many days of the SHINE and the SKIP- XXXX." "Hanover". "Rush and
hours at the piano.
PER, I am forced to admire a Go Mad", and "Hydrogen Sulphide
To Roanoke
It is in Chicago that we see thej publication of this sort which suc- and Tutti-Frutti."
It's smart to buy good shoes anil
Alice Ceilings. Chaulotte Minton,
development of Lucy's character cessfully avoids bald dirt and at
There are a few Uco few) good
then keep them repaired
Patsy Nottingham.
and the unfolding of her person- least remains on the borderline of cartoons, thanks especially to Carality as she works with Clement decency. The worst 'or besti word olin Finjan. It might be said that
Sebastian, world famous singer. I can use in its description is ris- the financial condition of the
To lull'.', MI
Edna Harvey. Pauline Pearson. She is deeply content in her love que. Certainly the editors adhere magazine did not permit many
for him which was apparent to 'JO the policy that a good joke is originals, but with a little support
Marjorte Robertson.
her at the first concert of his one in which humor exceeds the from advertizers. there should be
which she attended. Sebastian is tilth. Should they continue to fol- an improvement here.
To Victoria
a rather large, middle-aged man low such a policy. It is a safe preToo many by-lines are given to
Prances Williams. Mary Wilson who has been married many years.
diction that their child of the other publications. Perhaps this is
Clark. Josephine Quinn. Agnes We soon see that Lucy's love is
press will not meet the same mis- a fault of contributors and not edPowell.
of the spirit. There is a deep sym- fortune as did its predecessors.
itors. 'Tis a blot on our own origpathy and understanding between
All hail to George Ira Allen. He inality.
them which is wholly satisfying
To Buchanan
Refreshments fo the Girls
Gifts of lasting remembrance
For complete condemnation I
Martha Harrison. Dart ha Har- to her unique temperament. The has captured that elusive element
suggest
"A
Tale
for
the
Evil-MindOne
block
from
the
campus
idyll is cut short by Sebastian's of James Joyce and wrapped it
rison.
FARMVILLE
return to Europe for a few months. around a theme that holds too ed." The first time I heard that Let us supply your next "feast" 317 MAIN ST.
Lucy, awaiting his return in Chi- much truism and pathos to appear story there were traveling salesOther Place*
Alma Elliott. Danville: Evelyn cago, learns of his death by drown- as a comic. It is a shame that this men in it. and those tales date
gem of literature does not have a back to the founding of the Fuller
HUtlnga, Blackstonc:
Marlon ing.
Brush Co.
SEASON GREETINGS TO
The pain and finality of the better setting.
Pond. Norfolk: Dorothy Price.
But FOOLSCAP, in spite of your
"This Mad Whirl'" displays a
Brooknral: Florence Jeffrey. Ar- separation leaves Lucy as one
Street and Dress Shoes
vonla; Marie Padget. Pamplin: whose spirit has died. She becomes, professional style of columning faults .which may be easily cor- Students and Faculty of S. T. C.
Virginia Price. Meherrin: Anne in her fashion, as lovely and as which emphasizes the amateurish- rected', you have exceeded our exDancing Slippers Dyed
Peple. Charlottesville: Elsie Turn- tragic as Juliet, and the lasting ness found in other spots of the pectations and we are with you.
Special Prices to Students On
Correct
fits our specialty
Here's
to
your
long
life,
and
I'll
publication.
It
could,
perhaps,
be
er. Williamsburg: Elizabeth Trent, impression she makes upon those
DnkH Branch: Frances Taylor. who knew her well or casually, a bit more Waldpolian. After all. be looking at you.—Reprint from
Prospect; Elizaebth Wilkinson. although they themselves do not Georgetown escapade is now his- Richmond Collegian.
Cumberland: Jennie Rock. Worsh- rMllM it until long afterwards,
A friend is the first one to step
am; Ethel Burgess, Fork Union. is conveyed with the skill of the
artist Miss Cather is.
in after the whole world has stepJitney Rides Day or Night Service
This is not a story of blighted
ped out.
At Home
"Service that Counts"
El zabeth Connor. Jess Holland. love or damaging passion, nor is
it
a
village
cluroniele.
Haverford
Give me the man who holds on
II. M. WELLS, Day Phone 344
Pattie Jeffreys. Nannie Mae ParkStation WOR has announced a
when others let go; who pushes
er. Perle Panton. Lucy Smith. and its quiet continuous life are
Night Phone 54M
new
and
interesting
experiment
ahead when others turn back:
Nannie Page Trent. Lucy Walker, presented in glimpses merely as
in
the
line,
of
radio
programs,
to
the
background
against
which
who
stiffens
up
when
others
reKitty Chappell. Sarah Hayes. Ann
Lucy Gayheart's enchanting figure be called, "Campus on the Air." It treat; who knows no such word as
Johnson. Mildred Slayton.
stands out. She is remembered by will be a series of programs pre- can't or "give up" and I will show
Dr. Wynne, a member of the ed- all who knew her through reading pared, directed, and presented en- you a man who will win in the
LOVELY SPORT COATS—$9.95 and $16.50. with new Fishucation department of S. T. C, the book, as "a slight figure al- tirely by college and university end.
tail backs—Gorgeous Plaids.
spent Monday and Tuesday in ways in motion dancing or skatstudents
and
recent
graduates.
HaiTisonburg visiting the State ing, or walking swiftly with in■Pott Oxfords and Dress Shoes, sizes 3 to 9
tense direction, like a bird flying
In the programs to be piesented.
Teachers College.
home."
many
interesting
features
will
be
Miss Mary White Cox and Miss
Widths from ' AAA" to "C"
$2.95 and $3.95
The London Times Literauy Sup- included. Periods of light and
Pauline Camper spent Wednesday
plement says of the book: "It is classical music and song, sport
in Richmond.
a subtle story of motives and ac- chats to be given by well-konwn
YOU WILL LIKE TO SHOP HERE!
cidents, inflnitisimal in themselv- campus luminaries, and a serious
Newman—Harvey
Mr. and Mrs, C. C. Harvey of es, but carrying lasting conse- talk, or the use of dialogue, draCurdsville announce the marriage quences. There is no emphasis on matic, interview, or forum methof their daughter. Kathryn Saun- love or death or the terrifying pre- ods of discussing national affairs.
di'is Harvey to William Crenshaw monition of disaster and coldness. Serious sketches as well as witty
Newman, son of Mrs. Ann Sydnor but one recognizes the experience and sparkling dramatic presenNewman of Farmville. on Sunday of a life-time, a sure knowledge of tations with scenes laid in college
afternoon, January 12. The cou- young passion and old grief in settings will also featured.
ple were married in Norfolk and this simply related tale. Lucy Gayleft Immediately for honeymoon heart, beautifully expressed by
in Florida. Upon their return, the her name, stands poised like youth
is an investment in
See Our Full Line of
bride and groom will make their itself on a hill, flying yet fixed in
the mind."
home In Farmville.
Qood A ppearance
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Radio Repairing

WILLIS
The Florist

Conoco Gas and Oil

STANLEY A. LEGUS

JOHNS MOTOR CO.

Electric Shoe Shop

Best Drinks and
Sandwiches
at

Sh annons
GILLIAM'S

Martin the Jeweler
College & Fraternity
Jewelry

RICE'S SHOE STORE

Purchases at

TAXI

College Students To
Give Radio Programs

TAXI

PEOPLE'S
5-10-25c Store

HUB DEPARTMENT STORE

EVERY VISIT
TO THIS SHOP

mk Lines

Comedian to Award Cotillion Club Bids
Literary Scholarship
New Girls Tonight
To Selected Student
Continued from Page 1

Southside
Drug Store

Maynard, Sara Hayes, Selrma
West. Dot Tillet. Frankie Smith,
ginia Kite, Peggy Young. Marjorte Wicks, Frances Dickcrson.
Vera Ebel, Kitty Brooks, Ann Dugger, Virginia Epes Irby. Louise Anthony.
Food for the Parties
Miriam Ficklin. Frances Hutchinson. Dibby Green. Rebecca Gil- Two blocks from College Campus
lette. Lucy Baskerville, Army Butterworth. Margaret Brttton. Emma
Easley. Mildred Stone. Mary Jackson, Alpha Lee Garnet t, Jane
Holland, Jane Branch. Dorothy
BUILDING MATERIALS
Rapier. Elizabeth Rawlings, Kitty
MILLWORK
Roberts, Elizabeth Burke. Elizabeth Seiber, Margaret Pritchard,
Farmville, Va.
Fiances Bryan, Lucille Cover,
Florence Jeffries, Katherine Maynard, Mary B. Harvey. Jane Burke,
B..-abeth Mclntosh. Kitty Walte,
Virginia W. Smith, Mary Louise
Visit VH For the Hest
McCullough. Margaret Stallard.
After a short devotional led by Elizabeth Wilson. Sarah BuchanFountain Service
Mary Bowles, president of the an, and Betty Fagg.
junior class, this morning in chapel, Juliette Barrett gave a short
The only safe way to destroy an
program of piano solos. Among enemy is to make him your friend.
CLEANERS AND TAILORS
the selected compositions were,
"To a Water Lilly" and1 "To a
John Keats said, "Beauty is Expert cleaning, repairing and remodeling ladies garments
Wild Rose". Both of these se- truth, truth is beauty—that Is all
lections an' w.'11-kniiwn composi- ye know on earth, and all ye need Main Street, opposite Post Office
Phone 98
tions of McDowell.
to know."

Continued from Page 1
is optional. The letter is not to be
over 500 words.
As soon as the best letter is determined by the judges. Cantor
will deposit in the winner's local
bank the sum of $5000. which can
be used only for the specific purpose of a college career. From this
amount, an adequate allowance
will be provided for the student to
pay his entire tuition and hum:
expenses during the four year
term. The later will receive the accrued interest on the money.
The competition will close Saturday, February 22nd. The judges'
award will be announced by Cantor on Sunday, April 5th. All letters are to be addressed to Eddie
Cantor. General Postoffice, Box
99, New York City.

H. M. WELLS
CONFECTIONERY

Farmville Mfg. Co.

C. EL Chappell Co.

Kleanwell

. . . You'll like the friendly,
home-like atmosphere of this
modern shop. You'll appreciate
the clean efficiency, the courtesy, the pleasing results.
. . . For utmost satisfactionfor the sake of greater charm
and beauty . . . how important
it is that you come to a shop
like this.

Your life lines are not only in your hands... and it
doesn't take a fortune-teller to read the lines in your face!
Do you know what Tussy Emulsified Cleansing (nun
will do to those life and laughter lines? Now you can sec
for yourself . . . TUSSY is giving a tube of Emulsified
Cleansing Cream with each dollar purchase of Powder
Exotique.

A Shampoo and
iinger-wave
only 50c

You know the flawless powder in the waste-less Tap-It
box. The tube of cream makes it a better-than-ever value.

BEAUTIFUL GUARANTEED

Tussy Powder Exotiiue

PERMANENT* FROM

Emulsified Cleansing Cream

$2.50 Up

BALDWIN';
.>! Al II V

I'HM I MIT. H I

met Trial Tub* of

NIOl!

Natur.il I lesli , Rachel,
Cream-Rail i I, Oat Rachel,
Ocre-Rosc and Sunburn.
By ibt Maim tf ihi I'amtui
Hrtmb jormulat Tuny ( iimnifiui

1

$'

Beauty Salon
—Farmiilli'x Hint—
PHONE 159

FALDWIN'
Ul'AI II Y

PF1KF. • SERVICE

•TOR*
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Sport Slants
CLASS BASKETBALL
. UH class aokn will be
tn evidence during our In
ball games. The
plan this year is to conduct a
torunament, in whlofa
every
team plays every other team.
This affords man competition.
as well its more practice for ttlfl
individual players and teams.
Tlie class games are to be played the last week in January
at which time ten practical
mu.t I* I1.1U. Show the keen
Bkue spirit then ai it was displayed the day of color rti lb.
Shall it be red and white this
Mine or ureen and white?
Piag Pong

Speaking of good sportsmanship
the athletic council, as well as
bundndl of other Kills, would like
to see the new ping pong balls
treated with proper respect, and
used for the good of the whole
student body of a select few. as
has happened in the past. The
balls are put Bbera to be used:
make tin- most of the game!
Varsity Basketball
Our first varsity basketball of
the season will be January 31,
with Lynchburg College. Give the
girls a big send-off and make them
think you are right behind them.
Leila Sanford is coaching a lifesaving class In swimming every
Friday afternoon from 4 to 5
o'clock. A Red Cross examiner
will come heir to give the examinations The rdllOWlna girls have
signed up for this instruction:
Mary Robeson. Sidney Yonce,
Mary .1 Cox, Frances Irving. Viriinia Ritchie, Marion Umberger.
2M1 Hopkins, Margaret Britton.
Jenney Carroll, Anne Scales, Scottie McAllister, Frances Bryan. Luiale Ware, Mary Virginia Walker,
Klr/abeth Roberts and Bonnie
Lane

Doris Moore Chosen
To Go To St. Louis
Dorla M -ore will represent the

n> a Ep tllon ebapter of Kappa
Delta PI at St. Louis, M,
February 24-26.
The convocation will meet at the
Coronado Hotel, all session convening In the Crystal Ballroom.
'1 he anniversary banquet will be
.served in the main ballroom of the
Statler hotel on Tuesday evening.
Speakers and discussion leaders
Of the convocation have not been
announced.
Doris Moore, president of Beta
Epsilon chapter, was unanimously
elected as delegate to the convention at a meeting of the chapter
Thursday, January 9.

Fifty-Nine Receive
Dean's List Rating
Continued from Page 1
Jeannette Jones, Smithfleld; L.
Crenshaw Jones. Lynchburg; Lloyd
Kelly, Big Stone Gap: 'Bonnie
Lane, Roanoke; Elise McMillion,
Roanoke.
Katherine Milby, Washington.
D. C: 'Doris Moore, Richmond:
•Addie Norfleet, Suffolk: 'Claudine O'Brien. Appomattox: 'Geneva Parker, Petersburg: Dorothy
Price, Brookneal; 'Mrs. Nora B.
Rawlinson, Farmville: 'Dorothy
Rhodes. Cartersville; 'Mary Robeson. Blacksburg; 'Mrs. Sallie G.
Rode. Lynchburg. Rt. 3; Florence
Sanford, Orange.
•Ellen Simmerman, Pulaski;
Hazel Smith, Roanoke: Zaida
Thomas. Wytheville; Elizabeth
Trent, Gloucester: Dorothy Turner, Crewe; Nellie M. Turnes,
Concord Depot; Marcia Vick,
Oourtland: 'Elizabeth Walton,
Clifton Forge; Itasca Waters; Onley; Beverley Wilkinson. Lynchburg; E. Jean Willis, Cape Charles;
•Marguerite York, Farmville.
• On Dean's List, Fall Quarter

Large Number Are
on Fall Honor Roll

Continued from Page 1
ett. Dorothy Deans. Erna Dickerson. Evelyn Dickerson. Ann Dugger. Elinor Dunham, Sylvia Dunnavant. Alma Elliott. Richie Ellis. Margaret Ferguson, Mary Louise Francis. Ann Galusha, Louise
Gathright.
Mildred Gentry. Mildred Oibboney, Victoria Oillette. Jannie
Belle Gilliam. Helen Glass. Ruth
Gleaves, Leah Goodwin, Anne
Graham, Susan Godwin, Clara
Editors of college newspapers, Ballsy, Ervin May Hamilton. Marmara/ines and yearbooks favor tha Hamlet. Edith Hammack. Virthe reflection of President 1(
ginia Hammack. Claudie Harper,
velt. according to the results of a Grace Harris. Dartha Harrison.
poll recently conducteil by Pulse Kathryn Harvey. Carolyn Hoon.
of the Nation. The complete re- Izell Houck. Thelma Houpe. Leturns, announce,! November 1.
Noir Hubbard. Myrtle Hundley.
Hoosrvelt 408 votes, Borah ROSS Marls Hunter. Katherine
52. Frank Knox 36, Herbert Hoover IS, Norman Thomas 23, Gov- Hurt. Katherine Irby. Virginia
Bpss Irby.
ernor Alfred I.andon 22 and other
Kathryn Jamison, Cornelia Jefcandidate! from 1 to 8.
fress, Pattie Jelliess. Loll A. JenWe don't know about bitching kins. Anne Johnson, Jeanette
youi wanon to a stai but plenty Jones, Nora Field Jones. Ann Joyof motoii ,ts .. em to be trying to ce. Gertrude Levy, Mrs. Lucile S
Lohr, Jane Lybrook. Meriel Mchang their cars on one.
Allister Evelyn Ifaieny. KatherWe nominate for oblivion those ' Ins Milby, Dons Miller. Mary Elizpeople who think that lxvaii.se abeth Minor, Norvell Montague,
they nave bid tiro drinks they Doris Moore, Maltha Moore. Mary
should i>e excused for their ac- BlUiahafb Morris. Valla Nmuno.
Addie Norfleet, Claudine O'Brien,
tions.
RUiabetb Overbsy, Dora Parker.
Geneva Parker, Mary Jane Pen(Qeton, Anne Pcple, Helen Feni
CALENDAR
Perdue, Ruth Phelps.
Margaret Pollard, Mary Wanda
Wednesday
Portei field, Lucy Potter, Dorothy
Rotunda BtsJ]
... 7:00 Price, Annie Elizabeth Prince. TaDramatic Club
7:15 pelle Pruden. Eli/abcih PuckStte,
PI Kappa Dtita
8:30 Pannla MM Putnaj Mary Virginia
Thursday—
Putney, Anna R
Mis Nora
Artist Dance Oroup
4:15 RawUnson, Dorothy Rhodes, Mary
Btta PI Tliel.i
7:00
Robes a, Mrs. Bailie Rods, MarACE
7:00
Edith Samford,
Friday
De.m Baunders, Ruth Bean, Nan
M
;im
7:00 Sewmrd, Daanor Bhaokleton, ElPI RhO
8:00 ian siiiuiieriiuin. Virginia WhiteSaturday—
bead smith, Rosa B. Bomen
MH|
6:45 Kathryn Bplera Mian I
Monday
• Irene Taylor David Terry.
in
7:00
■■ 0 11, ii...... Agnes ThompAthletic Association
7:00
..iii. EUa
Council
10:00
rrent, Clyde Tuck
Alpha Kappa (lamina . ,. 9:00
Nelhc Turns
kbeth Lee
Tuesday—
LolS Vassal Mama Vick.
.'lav. :nei '
Edna Walden, Julia Anne w
Damme Pal
„ 7:30 sue Waldo M ilUe Fletcher WalkPI Qamma afu
„ 8:30 sr, Bliabath Walton, ttaaoa WatStudent Council
. 10:00
Beverley Wilkinson EUaah tb
Wednesday
A llllami •
Y. W. C. A Cabinet
. 5:00
h Wood. Frani
Bldney Yonce.
Thai I here will be an open
IWlmmmu meet between classes
February :'»> was announced by
Mrs. Kit/patnck. instructor of
swimmini' start now by getting
m practices for the gala affair.

College Cditora Would
Reeled Roosevelt Poll

Imniediale Sleeping
Prompts Memory Later
Ithaca. N. Y — "If a person
memorizes certain material perfectly and goes to sleep immediately afterward, he will recall
more of it and also relearn the
whole task more economically after a lapse of 24 hours, than if he
waits even a few hours before he
goes to sleep," said Dr. H. M.
Johnson, professor of psychology
at the American University in
Washington. D. C, in a lecture
at Cornell recently.
Experiments showed that students could more easily recall and
relearn material they had learned
by rote and partially forgotten, if
they first slept for eight hours and
then worked for 16 hours, than if
they distributed rest and activity in any other way during a 24hour period.
Two hypotheses have been advanced in explanation, Dr. Johnson said. The "hardening" hypothesis suggests that one's brain is
inactive during sleep, and being
free from disturbance, offers recent impressions a chance to
"harden". The "reverberation theory holds that the brain is active
in sleep, in tlie sense that the recent excitations tend to revive
themselves, or "reverberate" so
that one actually rehearses the recently learned tasks and gets the
benefit of additional practice.
Scientists to Study
Lethal "Death Rays'
Berloeley, Cal.—University (of
California scientists here have
completed the set-up for man's
first experiments with a really lethal "death ray." 14 times as powerful as the X-ray, and so dangerous that approach from any direction to within 50 feet is unsafe.
The ray is a powerful beam of
neutrons .the ultimate particles
of atoms discovered four years
ago by English scientists.
The first sizeable beam of these
neutrons is produced in the heart
of the field of an 80-ton magnet
by a method discovered by Prof.
E. O. Lawrence of the University
of California.
Involved, though at present unpredictable, are possibilities for
the fields of medicine, chemistry
and general industry. The neutrons, streaming in all directions
from the big magnet, are not stopped by any known type of shield,
not even by lead. They pass
through the yard-thick coils of the
big magnet as if it were so much
paper, and nothing will perceptibly
slow them down except water.
To experiment in safety the
California physicists have set up a
remote control panel 50 feet distant from the magnet, with a tank
of water forming a three-foot
thick barrier.
As easily controlled as an electric light, the beam is produced by
a 12,000 volt current, "stepped up"
to 4,500,000-volt bolt of neutrons.

Afterthoughts
—of the Dance

Gray's Dru£ Store

OOSh, but inv feet hurl Thai
Utter tool that Anne brought abPURE DRUGS— MEDICINES
solutely ruined them. Boys who
can't dance should stay from our
Perfumes—Toilet Articles
dances. Oh! I hope I can make it
to my room. It was a swell dance.
Quality—Price—Sercice
Joe got a grand rush. Of course
FARMA'ILLE, VIRGINIA
I like for him to have a swell time,
but he got on too well. I'll never
speak to Betty Jones again. I saw
her deliberately trying to make
time with him. and she knows how You Would Love to Have Your
I feel about Joe. The boys from
Shoes Fixed at
Duke were swell. That captain
person sure got a rush. I did my
best in that direction, but to no
avail, I fear. The mom at last.
110 Third Street
Whew! Let me get out of the
clothes and get over to Kathleen's
room. I know some poor males will
be torn to pieces over there. I
ought to get some sleep if I ever
expect to get rid of this pesky
cold, but I'm afraid I'll miss something if I do. I wish that roommate of mine would keep her BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP
clothes on her own bed. Gee! My
stockings are ruined, and they're
323 Main Street
my last Christmas pair. I vender
if that boy from Pittsburgh is
Phone 360
really going to write Ic m?. I
guess he was just shooting me a
line and like a rube I fell fo. it. I
wish Joe could sing like that tenor. When he sang "Its the Talk
of the Town" to me I even forgot
Joe. I guess I'm just fickle. Oh.
there is Mabel! I'd better hurry
before they begin. I just can't wail
to tell Elsie what I think of the
On the Corner
way her date acted tonight. I'm so
glad Joe's a gentleman. Ho hum!
5-10-25c Store
But it was a swell dance.

Lovelace Shoe Shop

Mack's

ROSE'S

"The smaller the mind the greater the conceit."
"Wise men say nothing in dangerous times."
"Slow and steady wins the race.'
"A bird in the hand is worth two
in the bush."
"Union is strength."
Our southern beauties with the
accent seem to have brought the
bronco-busters and the Yankees
to a standstill during the holidays.

SUPPERS AND
SMALL PARTIES

EACO
THEATRE
WIDE RANCE SOUND!
Daily Mats. 4 p. m.; Nights
8 p. m.
Wed., Jan. 15

"It's a Great Life"
Romance in a VX'C (amp
Ray Hutton.V'Iler Melodears

BANK NIGHT
S7.-i.00 (iiven Away FREE
Thur.-Fri. Jan. lfi-17

Shirley Temple
.Ichn Boles

Jark Holt

"Littlest Rebel"
l—SHOWS AT NIGHTS—2
7:30 p. m. and 9:15 p. m.
Adults 25c and 35c
Sat., Jan. /#

Cartoon

Warner Oland
In Earl Dorr Ruger'ft

"Charlie Chan's
Secret"
Next Mo.-Tu. Jan. 20-21

JOE PENNER
AND HIS DICK

FILL FASHIONED HOSIERY
AT POPULAR PRICES

B
U
T
C
H
E
R
S

uy
nusual
reats
old drinks
uge cones
levant fruits
oasted peanuts
nappy snacks

Fraiicres Ian: ford. J. Oakie

"COLLEGIATE"
Fun In a Girls' School
Adults Me and 35c

Next Wed.. Jan. 22

Jane Withers
"Paddy O'Day"
BANK NIGHT
Come Early For Seats!

The College World...

Good Breakfast
Dinners
Suppers
College Tea Room
and
LONGWOOD

I1
eons Evening dresses in New Chenilc Transparent velvet
$7.45 and $14.45
Brush Wool Twin Sweaters--In bottle green, rust
brown and royal blue
$1.97 and $2.97
Beautiful Sport Skirts—solid colors and plaids
at
$2.94
BE SMART—SHOP AT THE

DOROTHY MAY STORES
EXQUISITE, PERSONAL

ENGRAVED STATIONERY
100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
ENGRAVED

AM, FOR

$2

SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL SAMPLES

The Farmville Herald
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA

"One Picture Teils as Much as Ten Thousand

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . .'
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
... to bring to the Editor of CoDegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. . . but of course it is only possible to
bring you the best of these . . . fci
addition to the numerous coIlegiaeB features appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE ROTUNDA

